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services to help keep you safe. They were very interested in selling me this vehicle, they asked
questions if I would need it delivered as they noticed I was a few hundred miles away. They
were very nice and did an awesome detailing job before we arrive. The salesman was honest
about what he knew on the car I was interested in. In the end I did not choose the car. I called
about this car. The just gave me open hours. I went to see it but never saw an actual sales
person. Lithia Hyundai of Anchorage has been one of the best Dealerships I have ever worked
with. This dealership went out of their way to solve what could have been a big problem for me.
I'm very grateful for them and how they treated me. I would highly recommend this dealership to
anyone wanting to buy a car. Contacted about pricing on truck to negotiate, emailed back pretty
quick to attempt to get me to stop by. Explained I lived an hour away and if the price was firm
then I wouldn't want to waste a trip. Have not received a reply back since. David was a pleasure
to work with in purchasing a car that was exactly what we wanted. He was forthright and
knowledgeable. Thank you David! When I arrived they had prepped the wrong higher priced
vehicle. Once I got to see the correct vehicle they would not honor the price quoted. Eddie was
great to work with. Wonderful dealership. No hassel or haggle when we were making a deal.
Knew what price I wanted to stay under and made the deal. Was out in under 2. My family
enjoyed the friendly faces that we encountered as we walked into the showroom. Hilton listens
to what I was looking for in a vehicle. The experience that we received made the drive from
Jackson worth the trip. Thank you, again Mr. John contacted me as soon as the dealership
opened and was super helpful. The guys at this dealership were easy to work with, answered all
my questions and in 24 hours I had myself a beautiful new truck at a great price. Worked with
terry in finance who got me a good rate and sent me all the paperwork. Great experience, would
highly recommend. I must say that the staff at Magic Auto Sales Prestige were great. I walked in
and left with a better car then the one I wanted. The staff, especially Eddie, the finance manager,
and Omar were kind, courteous, pleasant, respectful, and knowledgeable. I definitely would
recommend coming here for a used car. My experience here was great. Absolutely amazing.
Great guys, very warm reception and they offered me doughnuts aswell while they took care of
my paper work. Immediate responses and thorough staff. Very good--arriving to leaving the
dealer-- Larry- Eric S were great-- phone -text- and e mail answered in good time- just a good
experience all around-- And, they gave us a good value on our trade in. We bought the SUV and
are very happy! Zachary helped me finish the financing process of my purchase. Pierce was
quick with obtaining the vehicles for me to test drive even in this really cold weather. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Subaru Dealer. Image Not Available. Request
Information. I really like the size and appointments of the Subaru Impreza. The new 2L engine
with a timing chain instead of belt is a great improvement. Love the AWD - we have had
numerous Subarus. Would buy in a heartbeat with a regular automatic - sin Read more. Only

owned 3 cars a grandam then impala and this one would be the 3rd and hopefully I I wont need
another vehicle for 7 or more years but I will buy subarus exclusively because of this one the
driving is super smooth never rode or drove a car like it before to be honest this isnt a single
thing about this car that I dont like other than t We compared it to the Nissan Altima with very
similar features. And its a bit sportier, compared to the Nissan Altima, for an active 25 year old
with a dog. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru built a solid reputation for itself in the Seventies
building inexpensive and built to stay that way four-wheel drive passenger cars. The company
enjoyed success in the Northeastern and Northwestern U. Aside from a major rusting habit and
offbeat styling, Subarus kept loyal owners happy. Then Subaru decided it wanted a bigger piece
of the auto market pie. The Impreza was originally conceived to battle the Ford Escorts, Toyota
Corollas and Chevy Cavaliers that sold so well to young adults. A zippy ad campaign touting the
Impreza as What to Drive alienated traditional Sube buyers and turned off the young adults it
was supposed to appeal to. Sales of the Impreza were less than successful, and Subaru
scrambled to find a solution. Wonder of wonders, the company has decided to reacquaint itself
with its legend. Subaru is concentrating on all-wheel drive cars again, and is emphasizing AWD
in every ad, article and brochure you can lay your hands on. The Impreza is available with AWD
in coupe, sedan and wagon form. Traditional front-wheel drive editions are also on the roster.
For , Subaru has banished the anemic 1. Formerly found only in uplevel Impreza LX models, the
2. For the first time in the Impreza, buyers can opt for a five-speed transmission with the 2.
Other changes include the addition of power locks and windows to upper trim levels, and the
addition of a new AWD Brighton Coupe, a budget four-wheeler saddled with the old 1. Overall,
we find much to like about the Impreza. The Coupe was new to the Impreza lineup for We found
the LX Coupe to be a stylish, sporty all-weather transpo device. Imprezas also come in sedan
and station body styles. The wagon has a small cargo area, partially due to the steeply raked
rear window. That's too pricey for a compact, and pricing is one of this car's problems. Other
quibbles include a cramped rear seat, narrow front seats, ugly plastic wheelcovers on the
Outback wagon, and a funky smell in all the new Subarus we've encountered. Add in cost
considerations, and we can only recommend the Impreza in AWD form to those who live in
remote snow-bound areas of the country. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Impreza. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials Check out Subaru Impreza lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The formerly optional 2. A new grille accompanies the bigger engine,
and a five-speed is available as well. Read more. Write a review See all 17 reviews. One Tough
Set Of Wheels. This car is great. I have owned it for 7 years and it has continued to be a reliable,
fun to drive car. This, combined with the AWD make this car a blast to drive hard into corners
and accelerate out of curves with grip that sticks like superglue. This car absolutely loves bad
weather. Snow and rain are simply no match for the incredible AWD. Bottom line: I love knowing
that this car will get me where I need to go safely, and comfortably. The AWD is confidence
inspiring. You really do feel safe in this car, no matter what the weather. How many cars in this
price class can you say that about? Read less. This car has been so reliable and hard working.
The basic upkeep is all it has ever needed. When it snowed and the Mustang Cobra couldn't
make it out of the driveway and the Mitsubishi Mirage slip, slided away.. We purchased the
basic, basic model Always getting us where we need and want to go safely and with a minimum
of fuss and bother. I am now looking to replace my Mitsubishi with a new Impreza We bought
our Impreze new and have loved it ever since. We have put , miles on it over the years. Only
work we ever had to do on it was tires, brakes and a muffler. We don't count the new oil pump
we needed because that was caused by trying to pull too many small trees out of the ground
with the help of the AWD. The AWD is the best though, as long as you are not landscaping with
it. In a nutshell Our little pea pod has been safe, reliable and a lot of fun to drive over the years.
It handles beautifully however could use a little more horsepower. Besides the lack of power,
which can be frustrating, the car is infallible. See all 17 reviews of the Used Subaru Impreza.
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